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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter provides the conclusion which summarize the finding 

discussed in the chapter before. Besides, it also presents recommendation for the 

English teacher, students and future research. 

 

 Conclusion 

Writing is a difficult skill to acquire most of people, but it could  overcome 

by  using strategy of writing. Good written is write by using writing strategy, one 

of the way to create a good written should prepare the topic that will used, it is 

called metacognitive strategy. When the student want to easy create idea and 

develop idea, they can used this strategy. Because this strategy is help student to 

create story without stuck of idea. This strategy is commonly used by learner who 

they are first time learning writing. When using this strategy the student can retell 

of someone’s life or experience that can become the inspiration of idea. If you want 

to become a writer, you can start by applying this strategy that is writing dairy book. 

Every day you should write your daily activity like the writers habit. This activities 

have purpose to add your vocabulary and to make you used to make a sentences. 

This research also find the benefit of wring by the writers’ experience. When 

writing should happy and enjoy feeling, in order to always easy when develop word 

become sentences. Not at all, when the student writing it will make them happy and 

fell enjoy. They can tell their experience without no one know their story, they can 

used diary book to tell their story. With writing can help the student to think more 

about how to create idea and develop idea to become interest the reader.  

 Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher delivered some suggestion, go  

to: 

1. The English Teachers  

It has been known from the result of the study that metacognitive strategy can 

help student to create a good written exactly write story. As English teacher we 
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can suggest and teach the student who first time learning writing to using 

metacognitive strategy. 

2. The students 

As the L2 learners we know that study English is more difficult then L1 learners. 

It takes much time and effort to study it. But, in reality we have limited hours, it 

seems not to be enough if we just rely learning in the classroom. So you should 

learning writing in outside writing class and try to write diary book first. As 

young learners, you should study more about writing to develop your writing 

strategies. You can use metacognitive strategy if you want to become a writer. 

This strategy is use by the participant of this research, and it is really benefit to 

develop your writing skill. 

3. Further Researchers 

The researcher realize that this research is far from being perfect. Hopefully 

more researcher will be interested in researching writing strategies that used by 

writers in various context and use narrative inquiry as the research method. It is 

a new concept and the researcher invites further research to perfect the finding 

research.  

 


